Color-vision-based applications for mobile phones has become a subject of special interest lately. It would be interesting to investigate an unsupervised, adaptive, and fast algorithm that can classify color components into color clusters. We propose a hierarchical clustering approach using a single-linkage algorithm and a k-means clustering approach to color classification for color-based image code recognition in mobile computing environments. We also measured the performance of the proposed algorithms by color channel stretch, which is a simple color-correction method. Experimental results show that the singlelinkage method is more robust than previous algorithms used in experiments with varying cameras and print materials. In particular the k-means-based method with color channel stretching has the highest performance and is the most robust under varying environment conditions such as illuminants, cameras, and print materials.
Introduction

A. Introduction to Image Codes
Recently the research of user-interface-based on sensor technology for mobile computing applications has dramatically increased. These interfaces basically use radio frequency identification (RFID) tags by using special readers and imaged objects on printed materials by using cameras. The vision-based interfaces vary, e.g., paper user interface (PUI) [1] , printed embedded data graphical user interfaces (PEDGUIs) [2] , paper interface [3] , PrintAccess [4] , paper media interface [5] , and PaperClick [6] . These interfaces are based on the recognition of imaged objects such as a text, document, watermark, or image code.
In general an image code such as a barcode or an image marker is the most popular of these objects because their patterns are restricted for easier and faster recognition using code alignment patterns, code finder patterns, and error correction patterns. Examples of public image code are onedimensional (1D) barcodes [7] such as a universal product code (UPC) or a European article number (EAN), and two-dimensional (2D) image codes such as a Data Matrix [8] , a PDF-417 [9] , or a quick response (QR) code [10] . These are usually used for logistics with special readers in an offline environment, but recently they have been used for various applications in an online computing environment.
A realistic real-time vision interface with image code recognition was initially introduced for some applications such as augmented reality (AR), web page access, wallpaper change through a NaviCam [11] , and Cyber Code [12] . Currently this type of interface is applied in AR and mixed reality (MR) [13] [14] [15] , 0003 -6935/08/132326-20$15.00/0 © 2008 Optical Society of America wearable computer [16] [17] [18] , robotics [19] , and commercial services [4] such as a personal information management service (PIMS), an advertising service, or in mobile commerce.
Most of the image codes and markers are black-andwhite-based objects such as the ARToolKit marker [20] , ARTag [21] , 1D barcode, Cyber Code, and QR code. However, color-based image codes such as a color barcode [11] , ColorCode [22] , and ultra code [23] have also appeared. The color-based ultra code has a higher density of data than a black-and-white-based code, and the ColorCode is a designable code for providing contents information, whereas black-and-white image codes cannot show their meaning of contents. Figure 1 shows examples of black-and-white and various color-based image codes.
B. Approaches to Color Image Recognition
A vision-interface in the mobile computing environment has to recognize objects in real time under varying illumination such as daylight, white fluorescent lamps, or halogen, with camera-embedded devices such as cell phones and PDAs that are not specific vision devices. Therefore, the color-based image code recognition is more difficult to manage than black-and-white image code recognition in a mobile computing environment because colors are more sensitive to varying environmental conditions. These conditions are variables such as surface shape and texture, composition of light, relative positions of light source, object and camera, presence of nearby objects, class of sensors, etc. [24] .
In general these are described as a combination of illumination, camera sensor, and material [25] [26] [27] given by
where the linearized camera response for color channel (k and ρ ðkÞ ) is computed from a surface spectra (SðλÞ), illuminant spectra (EðλÞ), sensor function (RðλÞ), and wavelength (λ)
(1). In addition, if EðλÞ ¼ 1, then the illuminant is pure white light and if EðλÞ ¼ 0, then it is pure black.
First we can consider color-constancy algorithms that are able to correct for color variations caused by environmental conditions, in a preprocessing stage with a whole image before the color recognition stage. The color constancy algorithms have produced efficient results in research on color vision using lots of pixels, but their processing time is too great for the mobile computing environment because they require many operations to analyze the color information using pixels from the whole image. Moreover, some color constancy algorithms require a learning stage or the construction of a database before being applied to the application.
Therefore, there are two color-classification algorithms using restricted pixels from the code image [28, 29] , i.e., a maximal channel-value-based color classification (MCC) and a white-balance-based color classification (WBCC). MCC and WBCC can classify colors rapidly using only a small sample of pixels from each color component on the code image after an object segmentation step in the preprocessing stage, and therefore, they can be simply applied to color-based image code recognition in the mobile computing environment. In spite of their advantages, they are not autonomous algorithms because they need some predefined parameters such as a threshold value set for color classifications, and their performance depends upon the predefined parameters.
In this paper we propose a single-linkage-algorithm-(SLA) based color classification (SLACC) and a k-means-based color classification (KMACC) as unsupervised algorithms for color-based image code recognition. These algorithms can classify colors automatically using only sample pixels of the color components on the color code image using clustering approaches. Therefore, the proposed algorithms are suitable for a mobile computing environment because they can operate in real time using limited computational resources and they adapt to various environmental conditions by using an adaptive algorithm approach. We experimented and compared the proposed algorithms with previous methods using the real image database described in [29] , which contains real sampled images from various illuminants, cameras, and print materials.
Related Work
A. Color-Constancy Algorithms
The goal of computational color constancy is to account for the effect of the illuminant either by directly mapping the image to a standardized illuminant invariant representation or by determining a description of the illuminant that can be used for subsequent color correction of the image [25] . In general the diagonal model is used and it transforms colors under the actual illuminant into what they would be if taken under another illuminant by independently scaling all color channels such as R, G, and B.
There are various computational color-constancy algorithms [24] [25] [26] such as the gray world assumption (GWA) [30] [31] [32] and white world assumption (WWA) [33] , which are similar to a scale-by-max algorithm [32, 34, 35] and a white patch retinex algorithm [36, 37] , also a gamut mapping [38] [39] [40] , a Bayesian approach [41] , a retinex algorithm [42, 43] , a color-bycorrelation [44, 45] , a neural network approach [46] , and genetic programming [47] . Moreover, there are many variations and combinations [27, 48, 49] for color correction. These algorithms require many operations using all the image pixels or a reference image in the canonic illuminant, constructing a parameter database, or learning stage, to find the parameters to scale the color channels. Through these operations the color constancy algorithms can correct colors of an image illuminated by an unknown illuminant to estimate colors under a canonical illuminant using a diagonal model.
In the mobile computing environment, the colorconstancy algorithms using whole pixels of the scene in the preprocessing stage are not suitable for colorbased image code recognition. First, the learning method and the database method are difficult to apply because the variety of cameras and illuminations cause many operations and higher complexity. Second, the images captured in the mobile computing environment tend to be noisy and out of focus without an autofocus camera, and they produce limited color information rather than the great variety of color information that describes the characteristics of the color distribution by photographing at a close distance. Therefore, the color-constancy algorithms must be modified to recognize color-based image codes in real time with restricted computing resources and small samples of the pixels under unknown illumination, unknown camera, and unknown print material.
B. Maximal Channel-Value-Based Color Classification
Fast color-based image code recognition is efficient when the decoder classifies only colors or color components that constitute the code image after code image extraction from the original scene without color correction at the preprocessing stage. The MCC can classify four colors such as red, green, blue, and black, in the RGB color space, where a pixel consists of red, green, and blue channel values with sampled pixels from a component in code image. In the sampled pixels, each pixel is classified as one of the four color groups and then the component's color is determined to be the color group that has the maximum number of pixels.
The MCC has two steps such as a black color classification and a nonblack classification step. If P i ¼ ðr i ; g i ; b i Þ is the ith pixel that has color information such as color channel values of red, green, and blue in linear RGB space, then we can obtain maxðP i Þ as the maximum value of color channel values, minðP i Þ as the minimum, and medðP i Þ as the median. Moreover if T K s are constant predefined threshold values, then we can classify the pixel into black and nonblack clusters as in [29] 
In the second step, if the pixel is a nonblack and T j is a constant, then the pixel's color can be classified as red, green, and blue by
C. White-Balance-Based Color Classification
The WBCC uses a white retinex algorithm with a small number of pixels of code image and its neighbor white pixels instead of whole pixels of the image. White information is very important in color vision because it represents the color variation and intensity of the scene, and is a clue for correcting colors. Therefore, there are color-constancy algorithms using the white surface of the image [36, 37, 50] . Most image codes require that the quiet zone should be 10× the X dimension of the symbol or 1=4 in, whichever is greater [51] . The quiet zone is a white space or margin around the code, and it simplifies separation of the code image from the background image and indicates the code's starting and ending positions [10, 52] .
The WBCC algorithm uses the white information from the quiet zone on the image to correct colors and to classify colors for color-based image recognition. Let P i ¼ ð r i ; g i ; b i Þ T be the color information comprising the average channel values of sample pixels for the ith of n components of a color-based image code requiring color correction. Moreover, let P wj ¼ ðr wj ; g wj ; b wj Þ T , j ¼ 1; 2; …; m be the extracted jth of m pixels from the quiet zone, and let P w ¼ ð r w ; g w ; b w Þ T be the white information from the average value of each channel of the P wj s. Then the intensity of the quiet zone is obtained as I w ¼ ð r w þ g w þ b w Þ=3 and the corrected color information P ci can be obtained from [29] P ci ¼ 
After white balancing, the WBCC classifies colors based on hue, saturation, and value (HSV) color space. We can obtain ðh ci ; s ci ; v ci Þ, which is the corrected color information in the HSV color model space using P ci in the RGB color space. The hue value h ci is expressed as an angle between 0°and 360°and the saturation s ci denotes the vibrancy of a color. Moreover, value v ci indicates the brightness of the color information. The HSV color model is a hue oriented color coordinate system and is more intuitive than the RGB color model for human color perception [53] . Therefore, the HSV color model is more useful for color classification because color-based image codes do not represent primary colors but rather the designers' mixing of colors, displayers, and printers. Therefore, HSV-based color classification is more similar to a human's color classification. The HSV color model is shown in Fig. 2 .
The color-classification function f WBCC ð P i ; h ci ; P w Þ of the ith component is described in [29] f WBCC ð P i ; P ci ;
black where
not black blue where
Color-Classification Algorithms
The MCC and WBCC are very simple, fast algorithms, but they have some limitations in various environmental conditions. The MCC is only suitable under known environmental conditions because it uses predefined thresholds. Therefore, its performance is unstable for dynamic environmental conditions such as those encountered in the mobile computing environment. The WBCC requires the quiet zone to be printed on white print material. If the quiet zone is partially blurred, has a nonwhite print material, or is infected with color noise, then WBCC is not suitable [29] .
These algorithms are supervised algorithms using predefined or empirical threshold values from previous experiments. Moreover, their performances are very sensitive to the threshold values. Therefore, we propose two algorithms such as an SLACC and KMACC as unsupervised and adaptive algorithms for real-time color classification of the color object in a mobile computing environment.
A. Single-Linkage-Algorithm-Based Color Classification
In the color-classification stage, similar color components of an image are classified into one of the predefined color clusters. If each component can map onto an arbitrary color space using the color information for the component, then their relative distances form a density distribution that forms the color clusters. The distance between neighboring components in the same cluster is relatively shorter than between the different clusters. The distances between neighboring components can be calculated by using their red, green, and blue channel values in the RGB color space and by their brightness, saturation and hue values in the HSV color space. Therefore, we can obtain distances between neighbor components using their coordinates in 3D color space and merge components separated by small distances into the same color cluster. Although this idea appears very simple, it has complications because there are multiple pairs of neighbors in each different cluster separated by equal or similar distances in the 3D color space. Moreover, the distances are affected by color variations from environmental conditions such as illumination, camera, and print material. To reduce complexity we can convert the 3D coordinate systems to 1D data sets with brightness and hue values and classify colors using these components. The SLA is known as the minimum method and the nearest neighbor method, which is one of hierarchical agglomerative clustering methods. The SLA starts with each item in its own cluster and iterates by finding nearest pair clusters with minimal distance and merging these until all clusters are fused. In particular, in the restrictive case in which objects are drawn from a 1D space, the single-linkage method asymptotically splits the set of objects at the location of minimum density in the underlying 1D space [54] . Moreover, the SLA has minimal time complexity, Oðn 2 Þ, among the hierarchical agglomerative clustering methods [55] . Therefore, we propose an SLACC for fast color classification of the color object using mobile devices with restricted resources.
Let C i and C j be color clusters and let ðx; yÞ be neighboring components on the code image, then the distance between clusters is given by
We assume that the illumination is uniform across the scene with sufficient intensity while there is nogradient and no highlight. Moreover, we assume that the print materials have similar Mondrian surfaces for the four colors such as red, green, blue, and black to satisfy the same condition of the MCC and the WBCC.
The proposed algorithm has two steps. First, it sorts components of the image code by their brightness values and then classifies the components into the achromatic color cluster and chromatic color cluster using SLA. Second, the algorithm calculates the hue values of the components in the chromatic color cluster and then classifies the components into red, green, and blue clusters using SLA.
Classifying Cells into Achromatic and Chromatic Clusters Using Single-Linkage Algorithm
Let P i ¼ ð r i ; g i ; b i Þ T be the color information in RGB color space, comprising the average channel values of sample pixels for the ith of n components of a color-based image code, and let
n be the intensity of the component. Moreover, if m is the number of clusters, then the procedure for clustering to produce m clusters is as follows:
• Step 1-2: Set each O μi to the corresponding ith cluster C i .
• Step 1-3:
• Step 1-3-1: Find nearest clusters C a and C b .
• Step 1-3-2: Merge C a and C b .
• Step 1-3-3: Decrease n by 1.
• Step 1-3-4: Until n ¼ m.
• Step 1-4: End.
By this procedure, if m ¼ 3, then we produce a light color group, a dark color group, and a median color group. If there are white surfaces, black surfaces, and other color surfaces, then C 1 is the black cluster, C 2 is the other color cluster, and C 3 is the white cluster. In this paper, we assume that the color-based image code has only four colors without white and gray. Therefore, we can produce the black, one of the achromatic colors such as C 1 , and chromatic colors such as C 2 .
Classifying the Nonblack Cells into the Red, Green, and Blue Groups Using Single-Linkage Algorithm
The components of chromatic cluster C 2 are classified into three colors using SLA with their hue values in HSV color space. First, the k components of C 2 are ordered by their hue values and then the ascending order static of
. Second, each component O hi is regarded as a different cluster C hi and then they can be classified into red, green, and blue clusters by
where dðC hi ; 0Þ ¼ min½dðC hi ; 0Þ; dðC hi ; 120Þ; dðC hi ; 240Þ green where dðC hi ; 120Þ ¼ min½dðC hi ; 0Þ; dðC hi ; 120Þ; dðC hi ; 240Þ blue where dðC hi ; 240Þ ¼ min½dðC hi ; 0Þ; dðC hi ; 120Þ; dðC hi ; 240Þ
; ð7Þ where 0 ¼ 360, i ¼ 1; 2; 3, and m ¼ 3.
B. k-Means-Algorithm-Based Color Classification
The raw image's colors are distributed by hue, brightness, and saturation by the HSV color model. KMACC has two steps like SLACC, but it uses brightness and saturation to classify black and nonblack groups, and hue fornonblackgroups bythek-meansalgorithm.The k-means algorithm is a well known clustering method, and it finds the mean vector μ 1 ; μ 2 ; Á Á Á ; μ k of k clusters or groups. KMACC uses the alternative k-means algorithm [56] . If C is the number of cells, the alternative k-means algorithm's procedure is given by
Step 1: Classifying Cells into Black and Nonblack Groups
Step 1 has three substeps. The first substep classifies cells into the black and nonblack groups using the cells' brightness, and the second substep by using saturation. Then we get the black group by the intersection of the two black groups from these substeps because we can generally assume that the black group has the lowest brightness and saturation among the color groups under variable illumination. 
• Step 1-2: Classifying black cluster A 2K and nonblack cluster
• Step 1-3: Finding black cluster A K by ðA 1K ∩A 2K Þ and nonblack cluster A NK by ðA 1K ∩A 2K Þ c .
Step 2: Classifying the Nonblack Cells into Red, Green, and Blue Groups
The k-means algorithm classifies A NK into red, green, and blue groups based on the cells' hue values. If o 0 hi is the hue value of the ith cell in A NK , C 0 is the number of cells, and μ R , μ G , and μ B are the red, green, and blue groups' hue values estimated by the k-means algorithm, then we can apply k-means
Brightness and Saturations
The brightness and saturations can be changed by the applied color models. In this subsection we use two types of color models, the RGB color model and the YUV color model, which has a brightness (Y) and two chrominance (UV) components, because these are the basic color models generally supported by cameras and embedded mobile devices. If i ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á, the brightness and saturation of the ith cell are given by
• KMACC (RGB)
• intensity :
• saturation :
• KMACC (YUV)
• intensity [57] :
There is an assumption for SLACC that the distances between neighboring components in different clusters are greater than the distances in the same cluster. Moreover, for KMACC we can assume that the distance between a component and a central component in different cluster are greater than the distance in the same cluster. In a real image, the color channels' value can vary due to environmental conditions such as illuminant, camera, and print material, and the color channels have different distributions, so their brightness and hue values are affected by these variations. In this case, the assumptions of SLACC and KMACC are not available, hence we can redistribute the color channel values to have the same intensity range simply.
; l i3 Þ T be the ith component of color-based image code that has n compo-nents. Then max j is the maximum value of the jth channel, min j is the minimum value of the jth channel, and max int is the maximum channel value of the image code, min int is the minimum channel value of the image code and min max int is the minimum of max j s given by
Moreover, we set a scaling threshold value (ST), a constant, as a condition for applying color channel stretch. Therefore, each corrected color channel value of the ith component can be described as
where l
Color channel stretch must be applied before proposed algorithms in the color-classification stage. Experimentally, we measured the performances of the proposed algorithms using color channel stretch and using ST.
Experimental Results
A. Experimental Conditions
In the experiment, we used the image data corpus from [29] to compare the performances of the proposed algorithms with those of the MCC and WBCC, which were designed for recognizing the color-based image code. The other color algorithms could not be considered as they included only the color-correction step and not the color-classification step. The image data corpus has 2000 real images that were captured 10 times for each of 10 different color-based code images of 320 × 240 pixels by four cameras under five illuminants. Each code image was a matrix shaped code of 5 × 5 cells, each colored with one of four colors such as red, green, blue, and black. The experimental conditions are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1 . Moreover, the images were taken under bright illuminants, at least 1000 lx, and their colors were mixed colors that are of two types. One is more an RGB primary-colorbased code such as code ID 3, 4, 5, and 7, and the other is not (see the other code IDs in Table 1 ).
In the images data corpus, many code images were infected with various noises such as the shadowing effect caused by the presence of a hand or a camera, blur noise generated due to the out-of-focusing of the camera, gradient noise generated from the camera or the light source, and the variant hues and shades generated from the printer and printing material used. However, we did not analyze all of these noises in our experiments because they could not be controlled in order to obtain the relevant data. For example we could not control the shadowing effect as the location, contrast, and size of the shadow could not be controlled. Moreover, calculating the independent effect of each of the other noises would have led to a high complexity. Hence, we conducted experiments on the algorithms with only three of the abovementioned noises such as those generated from the light source, camera, and printing material.
The test program was written in C þ þ and compiled by gcc v3.4.4 in Cygwin (a Linux emulator). The program ran on an AMD Athlon 64 Processor 3200þ (2:01 GHz) processor with 1 GB RAM, a 120 GB hard disk, and Windows XP Pro. That is the same as used in [29] .
B. Measurements
In the experiment we measured SLACC and KMACC performances such as the correct recognition ratio, robustness, and average processing time per image.
The correct recognition ratio. Let C be an experimental condition and N PC be the number of images for which the code image can be extracted from its background by a preprocessing step under C from an image data corpus. Moreover, let N AC be the number of images that are recognized correctly from the N PC images using color-classification method A, then the correct recognition ratio of A under C is
Therefore, if n is the number of the components on an image code and p is the correct recognition probability of a component in an image code, then the probability density function of x components follows the binomial distribution
Moreover, let x r , x g , x b , and x k be the numbers of red, green, blue, and black components that are recognized correctly, and let p r , p g , p b , and p k be their correct recognition probability, then Eq. (16) can be described as a multinomial distribution
Therefore, if all the components are classified correctly, then the probability density function of the image code recognition can be obtained as
Robustness. We described the robustness as the difference in performance with the experimental conditions. If C ¼ fc 1 ; c 2 ; …; c t g is an experimental condition set, then the robustness of algorithm A under C can be described as
where E½RðAjCÞ ¼ X t i¼1 ½RðAjc i Þ=t and
The maximum difference from the correct recognition ratios of the algorithm A that are caused by variation in the experimental conditions C and the higher recognition ratio must be considered as important factors for the robustness. Therefore, LðAjCÞ increases with the increasing average correct recognition ratio and also with the decreasing variance in RðAjc i Þs.
Average processing time per image (APTI). We measured the APTI using the image data corpus whether the proposed color-classification algorithm had the potential for real-time recognition or not. The APTI counts the preprocessing time, the colorclassification processing time, and the postprocessing time if the code image can be extracted. The postprocessing time is the sum of the error checking and code alignment times. Experimentally we applied the preprocessing algorithms and the postprocessing algorithms using a modification of the method described in [28] . In AR and code recognition services, the camera can process 10-30 frames per second; therefore, generally if the average processing time for code recognition is 0:03-0:1 s, the algorithm is suitable for real-time image-recognition service.
C. Color Classification by Illumination
Before experimenting we obtained images for which the center points of the components could be located by preprocessing. There were 1,929 such images.
Effect of Color Channel Stretch for SLACC and KMACC
First we compare the correct color recognition ratios for SLACC and KMACC (YUV) by color channel stretching using a variation of ST from Eq. (14). Fig. 4 , show the show the variation trends for the correct recognition ratio of the number of images obtained through the preprocessing (N PC ) of color-based code images based on the ST and illuminants. If ST ¼ 1:0, then color channel stretch is always applied to the correct colors before color classification. If ST ¼ ∞, then color channel stretching is not used. In Fig. 4 (a) and Table 2 , the overall correct recognition ratio for SLACC increases until ST reaches 2.2, and subsequently it appears to stabilize to a certain extent. In particular for small values of ST, the overall performance is very low and this means that if the distributions of the color channels are similar, then color channel stretch reduces the performance of the SLACC. Moreover, as ST ¼ ∞, the maximum overall performance of the SLACC employing color channel stretching is similar to the performance of the SLACC alone. Therefore, color channel stretching has no significant positive effect on the performance of the SLACC.
In the case of the KMACC (YUV), from Fig. 4 (b) and Table 3 , the overall correct recognition ratio appears to be stable until ST increases to 1.4, and subsequently it decreases. In contrast to the SLACC, the overall performance of the KMACC is higher for small values of ST than for large values. In particular, this trend is observed markedly under relatively red-emphasized illuminants such as INC-A and horizon.
This implies that if the distributions of the color channels are different, then color channel stretch increases the performance of the KMACC (YUV). Moreover, the maximum overall performance of the KMACC (YUV) by employing color channel stretching is similar to the performance of the KMACC (YUV) for ST ¼ 1:0. Therefore, color channel stretching always has a positive effect on the performance of the KMACC (YUV).
Comparison of the Performances of the Color-Classification Algorithms
Next we compared the performance of the proposed algorithms with other algorithms for different illuminants such as D65, TL84, CWF, INC-A, and horizon. In Table 4 , SLACC (∞), KMACC (YUV) (∞), and KMACC (RGB) (∞) denote the absence of color channel stretching and SLACC (2.2) denotes SLACC with ST ¼ 2:2. Similarly, KMACC (YUV) (1.4) and KMACC (RGB) (1.4) denote KMACC methods with ST ¼ 1:4 as the maximum overall performance of the algorithms. Figure 5 presents a comparison of performance of the color-classification algorithms by illuminants and also describes error bars using the standard deviation value of each algorithm.
In the experiment, the overall performance of KMACC (YUV) (1.4) exhibited not only the highest correct recognition ratio but also the smallest standard deviation when compared to the other algorithms. Moreover, this algorithm has the smallest overall processing time, i.e., the KMACC (YUV) with color channel stretching is the most efficient algorithm. In more detail, the KMACC (YUV) shows a better performance when compared to the KMACC (RGB), as shown in Table 4 . Further, the KMACC with color channel stretching shows better overall efficiency when compared to other algorithms and the KMACC alone. Particularly, under red-emphasized illuminants such as INC-A and horizon, KMACC (YUV) (1.4) shows a significantly better performance when compared to the other algorithms.
In the case of SLACC, the overall performances of SLACC always produce a higher correct recognition ratio than MCC, but their performances are not significantly better than WBCC. On the other hand, the illuminants significantly change the results in that the proposed algorithms have better performances than WBCC under relatively white illuminants such as D65, TL84, and CWF, whereas they have poorer performances under red-emphasized illuminants such as INC-A and horizon. These results show that the SLACC are more suitable under invariant illumination.
Moreover, from the table the overall APTI for the algorithms show that the proposed algorithms are faster than the MCC, and they can be run in 0:03 s for various illuminations. In addition we measured the robustness of the algorithms and obtained LðalgorithmsjIlluminantÞ. From Eq. (19), if algorithm A has a higher correct recognition ratio and a lower variance in the ratios than compared to algorithm B, then A's robustness value LðAjIÞ becomes higher than B's LðBjIÞ. As shown in Table 5 , the KMACC (YUV) (1.4) is remarkably the most robust algorithm under various illuminants. From the re- Tables 6 and 7 and Fig. 6 show the results of SLACC and KMACC performance for different cameras and the ST values for color channel stretch.
The results are similar to the results obtained for the illuminants, that is the correct recognition ratios for the SLACC increase for the devices and then become steady relative to the cameras. Moreover, there are no significant differences between each camera's maximum recognition ratio with and without the use of color channel stretch. Therefore, color channel stretch does not significantly affect the performance of the SLACC. On the contrary the correct recognition ratios for the KMACC (YUV) for different devices generally show stable and high performance for low ST values and decrease for higher ST values. Therefore, color channel stretch has a significantly positive impact on the performance of the KMACC (YUV). Table 8 and Fig. 7 show the performance and Table 9 shows the robustness of the algorithms for different cameras. The SLACCs and KMACCs with color channel stretch are always better than the MCC; however, the WBCCs and KMACCs without color channel stretch do not show a good performance with some cameras. Among the algorithms the WBCC shows good performance with devices A and B, but shows the worst performance with device D. Hence this algorithm demonstrates low robustness as shown in Table 9 . It can be further inferred that the WBCC is more sensitive to cameras when compared with the proposed algorithms. The SLACC always shows better performance when compared with the MCC, and it is significantly better than the WBCC when only device D is used; however, the SLACC shows more robustness and better overall performance when compared with the MCC and WBCC. In particular, the KMACC (YUV) (1.4) shows the best performance (except with device B) and the highest robustness value. These results show that the KMACC with color channel stretch is the most suitable algorithm for the different cameras. In addition the APTIs for the proposed algorithms can be limited to 0:03 s for all the cameras. 
Effect of Color Channel Stretch for SLACC and KMACC
The variations of the correct recognition ratio with the ST for different print materials when color channel stretch is employed are shown in Tables 10 and  11 and Fig. 8 . The results for the print materials when color channel stretch is used are different from those obtained for the illuminations and cameras. In the figure the performances of the SLACC for codes 3 and 4 are high and stable in all the cases, the performances for codes 5 and 7 decrease until ST is sufficiently large, and the performances for the other codes increase and become steady with increasing Column with the highest overall correct recognition ratio. Row with the highest overall correct recognition ratio. Row with the highest overall correct recognition ratio. Column with the highest overall correct recognition ratio. Column with the highest overall correct recognition ratio. values of ST. Codes 3, 4, 5, and 7, which show different trends, are relatively close to the RGB primary colors, and the other codes, which show similar trends for illuminations and cameras, use more mixed colors as shown in the Table 10 . Therefore, color channel stretch is suitable for the SLACC if the color-based image code uses primary colors. As shown in Fig. 8(b) , the results of the KMACC (YUV) for the codes tend to change slowly as compared to those of the SLACC for increasing ST values. Moreover, by using color channel stretch and KMACC (YUV), most of the codes show positive effects with the exception of code 10, which shows a slightly negative effect that is not significant for some ST values. In particular codes 3, 4, 5, and 7, which are relatively close to RGB primary colors, are obtained in the cases where the overall yield is above 25%. Therefore, the color channel stretch is generally suitable for the KMACC and is more suitable for the color-based image code that uses primary colors. Table 12 and Fig. 9 show the variation in the correct recognition ratio of the algorithms for different print materials. Overall, the proposed algorithms such as SLACCs and KMACCs that use the color channel stretch show better performance as compared to the MCC for all print materials. Moreover, the performance of the SLACCs are significantly better than the performance of the WBCC for codes 5 and 10; however, in other cases the SLACC does not exhibit performance better than the WBCC. The print material for code 5 is a newspaper that is gray and that for code 10 is a plastic card that is bright pink. Therefore, we can infer from the experimental results that the degraded performance of the WBCC is caused by the colored quiet zone on the print materials. Moreover, the result means that the SLACC is more suitable than the WBCC on the colored print material.
Comparison of the Performances of the Color-Classification Algorithms
In the case of KMACC, the KMACC (YUV) that employs color channel stretch shows the highest correct recognition ratios (exceeding 90% yield) for most of the print materials, except code 10. Moreover, from Tables 12 and 13 it can be observed that this algorithm shows the highest robustness and a more stable performance when compared with the other algorithms. In particular, code 5 shows the lowest success ratio for the MCC, WBCC, and SLACC because it is printed on a gray newspaper with the lowest lines per inch (lpi). However, the KMACCs have remarkably higher performances than the other algorithms. In addition, the KMACC (YUV) generally has higher correct recognition ratios and higher robustness when compared with the KMACC (RGB).
To compare the processing times of the algorithms for different print materials, we rearranged the order of the test corpus on the basis of the print material and reexecuted the program. It was observed that overall correct recognition ratio was the same, but the processing times were different from those in Tables 4 and 8 . Generally, the proposed algorithms terminated before 0:03 s, as shown in Table 12 . From the results the KMACC (YUV) with color channel stretching is remarkably more robust and more Row with the highest overall correct recognition ratio. Column with the highest overall correct recognition ratio. Column with the highest overall correct recognition ratio. suitable when compared with the other algorithms regarding print materials.
Conclusions
We have proposed the SLA-based hierarchical and the k-means-based unsupervised clustering algorithms for real-time color classification of color-based image code recognition. The proposed algorithms do not use color constancy processes with all the image pixels at the preprocessing stage and does not require a learning stage nor the construction of a database of parameters for color correction before being applied to color-vision-based applications. Moreover, the proposed algorithms are adaptive algorithms because they use only the code image to find the color-classification criteria without a quiet zone or predefined parameters such as threshold values. Therefore, the proposed algorithms are fast and more suitable for real-time color-based image code recognition under variable environmental conditions. We experimented with real images taken under the varying environmental conditions for different illuminants, cameras, and print materials. First we tested the SLACC and KMACC using color channel stretch as simple color-correction algorithms to examine their effects. In the results color channel stretch showed no significant positive effect on the SLACC for the illuminations and cameras, except for some of the primary colored printed materials. Therefore, color channel stretch is suitable for the SLACC with only primary-color-based printed code images. In the case of the KMACC, color channel stretch showed a positive effect on the algorithm, and this had a remarkably positive effect on the color-based image code that used primary colors.
All the proposed algorithms such as the SLACC and the KMACC showed better performance when compared with the MCC. The proposed algorithms are based on the unsupervised clustering approach and these methods are more suitable than the MCC under dynamic environmental conditions because the MCC uses the predefined thresholding values that are more suitable for specific environmental conditions. Among these algorithms, the SLACC showed similar overall performance to the WBCC, but different characteristics. The SLACC is more robust than the WBCC against the influences of different cameras and print materials, and it is more suitable under invariant illuminations such as cool white fluorescent light and triphosphor fluorescence light.
Finally, although the SLACC had positive effects under some environmental conditions, the KMACC (YUV) that employed color channel stretching had high overall correct recognition ratios, and it was more robust when compared with the other algorithms under all environmental conditions for different illuminants, cameras, and print materials. In more detail, the WBCC requires white information from the quiet zone for the purpose of color correction; however, this zone cannot always fully represent the color variation in the environmental conditions. For example, if a color-based image code is printed on a color print material, the background color has little influence on the code image since the code image consists of color dots that cover the background color rather than mix them. Hence, the white-balance effect of the WBCC may be not suitable for the color print material. Moreover, the WBCC still possesses some of the predefined thresholding values for the colorclassification step. On the contrary the KMACC (YUV) with color channel stretch corrects the colors using only the code area's colors and it also uses the k-means method that is a simple and fast unsupervised algorithm based on the mean vector of color groups to automatically classify the colors. From the experimental results, the KMACC with color channel stretch can be inferred as more steady and robust than the other algorithms, under the various environmental conditions. Besides, the KMACC is sufficiently fast to be run in mobile computing devices such as camera-embedded cell phones and PDAs. This paper is based on Chapter 4 of the first author's unpublished doctoral dissertation at Yonsei University. This work was partly supported by the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation (KOSEF) grant (No. R01-2005-00-10898-0) and by the Small and Medium Business Administration (SMBA) grant funded by the Korean Government. The first author is now at Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Row with the highest overall correct recognition ratio.
